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Abstract--Increasing availability of parallel computers has recently spurred asubstantial mount 
of research concerned with designing explicit Runge-Kutta methods to be implemented on such 
computers. Here, we discuss afamily of methods that require fewer processors than methods presently 
available do, still achieving a similar speed-up. In particular, (5,6) and (6,7) pairs are derived, that 
require a minimum number of function evaluations on two and three processors, respectively. 
Keywords-- In i t ia l  value problems, Runge-Kutta pairs, Parallel processing. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Increasing availability of parallel computers has recently spurred a substantial amount of research 
concerned with the possibilities for exploiting parallelism in numerical solution of initial value 
problems (IVPs) for ordinary differential equations 
y'(x) = f(x, y(x)) (la) 
y(a) given. (lb) 
Several authors have derived methods pecifically for implementation o  machines with parallel 
architecture, or adapted existing sequential recipes to the new circumstances (e.g., [1-5]). In this 
paper, a family of parallel explicit Runge-Kutta pairs will be discussed. 
There are several ways of parallelizing across a Runge-Kutta method (e.g., see [6]). For instance, 
Bogacki and Shampine [7] have considered a (sequential) Runge-Kutta pair and derived a high- 
quality interpolant evaluated on additional processor(s) o that it did not delay the integration of 
the IVP (as it would in the uniprocessor mode). In this paper, we will pursue an alternate route, 
by focusing on parallelization of a Runge-Kutta pair itself. Van der Houwen and Sommeijer [8] 
proved that an explicit Runge-Kutta formula of order p can be evaluated on Ip/2] processors, in 
an amount of time equivalent to p sequential stages, the minimum amount of time possible (also 
see [9]). However, methods requiring fewer than Ip/2] processors can be obtained. Butcher's 
formula of order five that can be evaluated on two (rather than three) processors in the minimum 
amount of time is discussed by NCrsett and Simonsen [10]. 
Bogacki [11] derived pairs of Runge-Kutta formulas of order 5 and 6, for which two processors 
evaluate two six-stage, fifth-order formulas, and a specific linear combination of the two results 
is of order six. 
In this paper, we generalize this idea by investigating a family of parallel pairs of orders (p-1 ,  p) 
where both higher and lower order results are linear combinations of approximations obtained 
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from p stage lower order formulas (evaluated in parallel). We begin with a description of the 
family in Section 2. In Section 3, we state the criteria that will provide us with guidance when 
we search for efficient pairs of this type that will also be of high quality. Sections 4 and 5 present 
such pairs of orders (5,6) and (6,7), respectively. These pairs have undergone numerical tests, 
the results of which follow in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 we comment  on feasibility of the 
new pairs, and possibilities for further research. 
2. DESCRIPT ION OF  THE METHOD 
Consider explicit Runge-Kut ta  formulas 
~-~ (1) (t) (2a) (0 = Yn + h b~ k i :~n+l 
i=1 
with 
c(O. ^ x- -  (0-(0 (2b) k} t) = f xn + i n, Yn + h aij ~j i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  s, 
.= 
where l = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,r.  At xn, all these formulas use the same value of y, i.e., 9n. At the end of 
the step, the value y is generated by 
Yn+l  ~ _ (l) = 2__, a lyn+l ,  where al -- 1. (2c) 
/=1 l= l  
I f  we introduce s-component vectors c(0 and bq) as well as s x s matrices A (0 such that  the 
tableau of the / th formula in (2a,b) is 
c~ t) 
c~ l) a (0 
2,1 
c( 0 Aq  ) c q) ,~q) ~(t) ~3,1 '*3,2 
b( / )T  : : : ' . .  
c~) .q)  ~(t) .. aq) 
~8~i ~8~2 " 8,8--1 
b? b(? ... ¢!, bi t) 
then the entire formula (2a-c) can be viewed as an explicit Runge-Kutta  method with a tableau 
c(1) A(1) 
c (2) 0 A (2) 
: : : ' . .  
C ( r - l )  0 0 • • " A ( r - l )  
c (~) 0 0 •.. 0 A (~) 
alb(1) T a2b(2)  T . . .  O~r_ib(r-i) T arb(r) T 
Implemented sequentially, this generally requires (s - 1)r + 1 function evaluations at each step 
(assuming cl l) = 0 for all l, we have k~ 1) = k~ 2) . . . . .  kin)). However, if r processors are 
available, s function evaluations are performed on each so that  the /th processor evaluates the 
/ th formula (2a,b). No additional function evaluation is required to obtain the linear combina- 
t ion (2c). 
Let u(x)  be the local so lut ion- - the solution of ( la)  that  satisfies u(x,~) = ~ln. Then, for smooth 
functions f ,  the local (truncation) error of the / th  formula can be expanded 
q) E (0 ~+x - u (x,~ + h)  = h ~ %kDj ,k  • (3a) 
j= l  
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Similarly, we obtain a Taylor series expansion of the local error of the final approximation 
Yn+l - u (Xn + h) ~- E hj ~j,kDj,k • (3b) 
j= l  
The elementary differentials Dj,k are evaluated at (xn, ~)n), and depend on the problem (and 
not on the method). By (2c), the following relationship between the truncation error coefficients 
and of (3a,b) holds: 
r 
= 2_, ~z,j,k. (4) 
l=l 
Truncation error coefficients ,.(l) depend on coefficients defining the formula, contained in A (t) 'j,k 
b (l), and c (t). Lists of such expressions for various orders have occasionally been published in 
the literature (see [12,13]). Some authors have created devices for their algebraic or symbolic 
evaluation--here we have used a FORTRAN program provided in [14] that numerically evaluates 
coefficients for j _< 10. 
All r Runge-Kutta formulas of (2a,b) are of order q if the equations of condition 
7-(~) = 0, k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m j ,  j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,q  (5a) 
hold for l = 1, 2 , . . . ,  r. Similarly, the approximation obtained in (2c) is of order p if 
~j,k = 0, k=l ,2 , . . . ,m j ,  j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,p .  (5b) 
If p is chosen to be the largest number for which (5b) is satisfied, then by (4) we immediately 
obtain 
p>_q, 
and, as we will see, a sharp inequality can be obtained for appropriate choices of coefficients 
in (2a-c). 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF  (p,p- 1) PARALLEL  PA IRS  
US ING p STAGES 
Our objective here is to deal with pairs of Runge-Kutta methods. We intend to use the 
approximation Yn+l (obtained with (2a-c)) of order p, to advance the integration, while using an 
approximation of order p - 1 
~-~. ( t )  where ~-~l=l  (6) Yn+l = P lYn+l ,  
1=1 I=1 
to provide an error estimate. Later in this section, we will discuss how the values f~l, . . . ,  ~T are 
going to be selected. For now, let us focus on the most challenging task: obtaining a pth order 
approximation using p stages on as few processors as possible. 
It is known [3] that no parallel explicit Runge-Kutta method of order p exists with less than 
p parallel stages. On the other hand, van der Houwen and Sommeijer [8] proved existence of 
p-stage, order p methods requiring [p/2] processors, for all p. The number of processors can be 
decreased, as demonstrated by Butcher's formula [10] with p = 5. 
We pursued formulas of order p > 5 that require p stages on fewer than [p/27 processors. 
In order to reduce the complexity of the search, we made several simplifying assumptions. In 
particular, we only consider methods of form (2a-c), taking s -- p and setting q, the order of each 
of the r formulas in (2a,b), as high as possible (cf. Table 1). 
Table 1. Maximum order of each formula (2a,b) for a given number of parallel stages. 
s = p 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
max q 4 4 5 6 6 7 7 8 
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In the next two sections, we shall derive a 2-processor (5,6) pair and a 3-processor (6,7) pair. 
We conclude this section with a discussion of criteria used when searching for such pairs (not 
necessarily just for these particular orders) and when assessing their efficiency and quality. 
Small values of the Euclidean norm of the leading truncation error coefficients 
I mp~-i 
Ik~p+z II ~ ^ 2 = (~p+1,k) (7) 
k-----1 
can be interpreted as an indicator of an accurate formula, when averaging over problems with 
bounded elementary differentials. Size of higher order truncation error coefficients should also be 
monitored to ensure the dominance of the p -i- I st term in the local error expansion (3b) for step 
sizes that axe not necessarily very small. The absolute stability region of a method of type (2a-c) 
with p ---- s does not depend on choice of coefficients. 
The lower order component of the pair, (6), is determined by the coefficients a~J ), b? ,  and c? ), 
and ~z. Generally, the values/31 must be chosen so that the local truncation error of Yn+l 
Yn+l - u (xn + h) = E hj rj,kDj,k 
j :1 "~ 
satisfies 
Tj,k----O, k=l ,2 , . . . ,m j ,  j= l ,2 , . . . ,p -1 .  
Note that since Tj,k = }-~t=l El , Table 1 implies that for p = 5, 6, or 7 (therefore for both 
pairs considered here), Yn+l will be of order at least p - 1 for any choice of ~'s. For p _> 8, the 
formulas (2a,b) are of order q < p - 1; thus in such case, the choice of the values/31 must ensure 
the appropriate order of Yn+l. 
The p - i st order component of the pair should be chosen carefully to enable reliable error 
estimation. Several criteria have been used in the literature [15]; in particular, the quantities 
B-  Ilrp+tll and C = Ilrp+~- #+~11 
Ilrpll Ilrpll 
are required not to be large (here, as in (7), Euclidean norms axe taken, e.g., II p+l - ÷p+ll l  = 
V/~--~mp+l [,/: . 1 k 2.,k=1 ~ p~-, -TP+l,k)2) • For the same reason, the absolute stability region for the lower- 
order formula (which does depend on the coefficients defining the formula) should be reasonably 
close to the region for the higher-order formula. 
In [16], two ways of measuring efficiency of Runge-Kutta pairs have been discussed. The "first 
measure" considers the largest step sizes for which the given local error tolerance e is satisfied, 
while the "second measure" takes into account he step size that yields a given accuracy e. In an 
embedded Runge-Kutta pair, local error of the lower-order formula is estimated and compared 
to the tolerance. On the other hand, it is the higher-order formula that advances the integration 
(since local extrapolation is performed), thereby determining the accuracy. Pairs available in 
the literature vary significantly with regard to the balance between the two measures [16,17]. In 
order to facilitate fair comparison of the pairs developed here to the pairs derived by Sharp and 
Verner [18] (in the Numerical Test Section), we shall tune our pairs to attain the balance of the 
two measures of efficiency close to that of the corresponding pairs of Sharp and Verner. This was 
achieved by scaling the error estimates of the new pairs so that 
T "7  \ ,I,,+,I,/ (s) 
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holds, where V designates quantities associated with pairs of Sharp and Verner. In this way, a 
consistent assessment of the pairs' performance with respect o both measures of efficiency will 
be obtained, as discussed in [17]. 
Among the criteria of secondary importance, we monitored the quantity 
i , j , l  ' OLlb , t.)lU i , C 
which should not be very large since that might give rise to excessive roundoff errors. We also 
calculated the ratio 
Ep = maxk=l  ..... m v ITp,kl 
mink=l ..... m,, ITp,al 
whose large value would indicate a poor balance among the leading truncation error coefficients 
for Yn+I .  For certain problems, this formula could then become "nearly" of order p, therefore 
undermining the error estimate's credibility. 
4. THE (5,6) PA IR  
We considered a family of pairs based on two 6-stage fifth order formulas. The simplifying 
assumptions of [13] have been adopted so that 16 of the 20 leading truncation error coefficients 
are expressible as constant multiples of the remaining four. Therefore, we needed to solve a system 
of four equations in seven unknowns: al ,  cA l), cA 1) , el 1), c(2)3 , c~ 2), c~ 2) (we eliminated a2 = 1-o~1). 
The result is a family of solutions: 
241) - 1 c?  4 ' )  
~1 ~ 
¢)~(1),~(1) CA1) CA1) -zC3~ (1)C5(1) C(31) CA1) "~3 ~4 C~ 2) _-- + -- , C~ 2) : + - -  
3411 - 1 34  I) - I 
where c (I) c(41), and c~ I) 3 , are free parameters subject to certain additional conditions. 
Among possible choices for the free parameters, one could pick the values that lead to the 
fifth order formula of the Dormand and Prince RK5(4)7M pair [13] being evaluated on the first 
processor (by setting c O) = 3/10, c (1) - 4/5, and c~ 1) = 8/9). The resulting sixth order formula 
(the coefficients of the second processor formula are listed in [11]) turns out to have leading 
truncation error coefficients that are quite large in magnitude (11~71] ~ 3.5 × 10-3). 
After a search for a more accurate sixth order method, the formulas corresponding to the values 
of Table 2 were selected. The corresponding sixth order approximation has 11~71t ~ 5.7 x 10 -4. 
We decided to use 
f (1) ) 
y , ,+ l  = K [ ,Y, ,+I - 9,.,+1 + 9,,+1 
as the lower order result (this is equivalent to setting ~31 = c~1(1 - K) + K and ~2 = (~2(1 - K) 
o (1) as the fifth order component of the pair. However, in (6)). For K = 1, this amounts to using ~=+1 
we found it necessary to adjust the value K so that (8) would hold when we compare our pair to 
the CIRK(8,5:6) pair of Sharp and Verner [18]. The value of K = 18.4 was therefore chosen for 
the purpose of this paper, even though it could be argued to lead to a quite conservative error 
estimate. 
Although the quality of the pair is reasonable (as reflected by quantities listed in Table 4), the 
large size of the leading truncation error coefficients, combined with a relatively small advantage 
over sequential pairs in terms of the number of stages, makes it hard for this pair to compete 
with best sequential ones. In fact, when compared to the CIRK (8,5:6) pair, both sides of (8) are 
approximately 0.95, which suggests that on average the CIRK pair will need 5% fewer function 
evaluations to attain similar accuracy to that of the new pair (throughout the paper evaluations 
performed simultaneously on r processors are counted as one evaluation). 
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Tab le  2. The  coeff icients def in ing the  new (5,6) pa i r  where  a l  = 7/8,  a2 = 1/8  
for I = 1 ( top)  and  l = 2 (bot tom) .  
0 
s__ __s 
45 45 
4 1 ! 
15 15 5 
'7 2359 --2695 4655 
12 6144 2048 3072 
17 -155261 72505 -3230 15504 
21 1267728 60368 3773 26411 
1 859 -555  10285 --22000 830060 
4624 272 3249 18411 938961 
2__~3 0 23875 384 26411 5____!_1 
272 63536 1805 98192 880 
0 
s_ _s 
15 15 
4 1 _3 
g 5 
1 39697 1055 --695 
36 1492992 497664 746496 
__5 -36485 -325  49475 1520 
9 11664 3888 405324 417 
1 19523 --1095 --29305 --3402000 6804 
2704 2704 93964 446329 3211 
- 173 0 875 93312 729 169 
240 6672 92435 1520 1680 
5. THE (6 ,7 )  PA IR  
We considered the case where each of the seven-stage sixth-order formulas (2a,b) evaluated 
in parallel belongs to the family discussed by Butcher [12]. On each of the r processors, this 
gives us four free parameters: c (z), c~ l), c (0 c(0; we also have r - 1 parameters: c~1 (~2, 5 ' ' " • • , O~r--1 
(~r ---- 1 - ~[ -1  ~l). We were unable to construct a seventh order result on two processors; 
therefore we set r = 3, which gave us the total of 14 free parameters. 
Applying Butcher's implifying assumptions led us to realization that from among 48 leading 
truncation error coefficients, 33 can be represented as constant multiples of the remaining 15. 
This means (5b) reduced to a system of 15 nonlinear equations in 14 unknowns. A more pleasing 
situation arose when additional simplifying assumptions 
i--1 
,: =~ c~ i=3,4 , . . . ,7 ,  1=1,2 ,3  
j= l  
were introduced. These assumptions eliminated three degrees of freedom by requiring 
- I 1 ,2 ,3  = 3~3 , = 
but made 39 leading truncation error coefficients expressible as constant multiples of remain- 
ing 9. A search was performed for a seventh order formula using the criteria outlined in 
Section 3. The formula presented in Table 3 has H#sH ~ 2 .2 .10  -4 which, combined with 
significantly cheaper steps, compares favorably with sequential methods. In fact, the ratio 
(sV/s)(ll÷ +lll/ll÷p+xll)l/Cv +1)of (s), with the quantities designated by V corresponding to CIRK 
(11,6:7) pair [18], is approximately 1.18. Therefore on average, the CIRK formula will need 
18% more function evaluations than the new formula, to yield similar accuracy. 
Among the available sixth-order results, we selected the family 
/ (3). _ ~n+l ~ Yn+l = K (,Yn+l ] + t .+ l ;  
166957597 Table 3. Rat ional  approx imat ions  to the  coefficients defining the new (6,7) pair  where ~1 : 2108340143 '  
~2---- -344381299917996141 , ~3= 10268898379238048 for l : 1 (top), l = 2 (middle) and l : 3 (bottom).  
1__0 10 
33 33 
5 5__ 15 
11 44 
55 368665 - -818565 359370 
67 1203052 1203052 300763 
92382749 35494705 215765171 71981088 --1133181859 
215772014 291411502 718331722 6173150827 199397133822 
683227521 63122913 213164487 -- 14813257043 - -23012292 132658123 
1962748738 465716612 1453552441 39900186434 3977381843 299487197 
I - -2472281376 528491764 4302878001 122034861 --7107199145 1807690083 
3260177849 510832847 76125277 531751036 91902568 84849422 
68083199 0 753250727 116184647 --562018265 1068808737 2366190647 
819865565 137979619 499576721 81639862 522201875 37781610567 
o 
1 I ~'  
16 64 6-4 (~ 
16 800272 1809408 --454656 
367 49430863 49430863 49430863 ~:~ 
283175262 1109137635 144940337 3055067092 --4631961879 C¢~+ 
356869289 22337807 952896084 23617767 25968839 
237786526 7581176495 83976191 5071484363 --3483304838 65971424 "0 
310998459 205964831 1034965280 52192878 26125665 1829565553 ~' 
I 1705176864 78984125 8556234669 --2577146802 --1063215676 705740471 
53176313 221773094 108499715 23238709 382813965 207930702 
407663419 0 1095602227 --807484759 --805528705 392840006 111830705 
165336955 123089309 73882593 587349929 217184913 891410558 
0 
110724563 110724563 
787950692 787950692 
84758360 21189590 21189590 
402111369 402111369 134037123 
58586417 183848093 --2661914200 674367905 
155263808 1336213741 9054329193 1263477938 
283847017 287772781 --1493780323 1323212143 
6 625523226 253505186 526210158 635180118 
269669311 92177509 799043695 --2633620154 324489456 39784515 
332924297 276164276 959949922 1320253085 201597181 1370246213 
1 605876284 170107287 --544162412 351798784 --719769523 518313406 
1473346369 214318463 296439337 307484473 332706564 195591281 
138517557 0 95742376 110845535 --658704689 331547663 107125089 t,O 
1825216273 444482073 421570263 615815755 234469304 1056634769 
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i.e., ]31 = al(l - K),/~2 = c~2(I - K), and/~3 ~-  ~3(I -- K) + K. For the purpose of this paper, as 
done in the previous ection, we decided to focus on a value of K that would make (8) hold; we 
chose K = 7.5 for this reason. The measures ofefficiency and quality grouped in Table 4 seem to 
indicate that this pair should be more competitive than the one derived in the previous ection 
(the stability regions of the sixth and seventh order formulas are relatively close---they can be 
found in [19]). This was confirmed by numerical tests described in the next section. 
Table 4. The measures of efficiency and quality. 
Pair p s r I lep+ll l  ]1÷~+211 IITpll IITp+lll B C D Ep 
New (5,6) 6 6 2 0,000567 0.000850 0.01160 0.01617 1.39 1.40 7.6 119 
CIRK(8,5:6) 6 8 1 0.000052 0.000139 0.00149 0.00196 1.31 1.33 26.3 366 
New (6,7) 7 7 3 0.000218 0.000419 0.00210 0.00355 1.69 1.69 178 175 
CIRK(ll,6:7) 7 11 1 0.000022 0.000041 0.00028 0.00040 1.45 1.45 12.5 2942 
Unfortunately, our attempt o obtain a pair with exact coefficients was unsuccessful. In Ta- 
ble 3, rational approximations to the coefficients, correct to 18 decimal places, are presented 
(approximations correct to 30 decimal places are given in [19]). 
6. NUMERICAL  TESTS 
We have used the DETEST package [20] to compare performance of the new pairs and the 
pairs CIRK(8,5:6) and CIRK(l l ,6:7) by Sharp and Verner [18]. We used the first 25 problems 
(A1)-(E5) in the unscaled mode. The summary of results is given in Table 5. Overall, the results 
seem to confirm claims made earlier in this paper. Among the two new pairs, the (6,7) pair 
appears to be performing significantly better. 
Table 5. The results of DETEST. 
FCN No. of Max local Fraction Fraction 
Pair calls steps error deceived bad decv 
New (5,6) 118133 18593 1.064 0.000 0.000 
CIRK(8,5:6) 114474 12855 1.835 0.000 0.000 
New (6,7) 83084 10682 1.601 0.004 0.000 
CIRK(11,6:7) 111439 8609 1.181 0.000 0.000 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The development of the (5,6) and (6,7) pairs described here confirms that p-stage, explicit 
Runge-Kutta (p - 1, p) pairs can be derived for evaluation on fewer processors than possible with 
present methods. However, by constraining the number of stages and processors, the potential for 
gain in efficiency over best sequential pairs was diminished. In fact, the (5,6) pair developed here 
is slightly less efficient hen the sequential (5,6) pair of Sharp and Verner, while our (6,7) posted 
moderate gains in terms of efficiency over its sequential counterpart. Further testing on vari- 
ous parallel configurations would be necessary to verify if these gains are significant enough to 
outweigh the overhead. 
Future work might include investigating the extent to which using additional processors (be- 
yond the number considered in this paper) might improve pairs' quality or efficiency. Pairs of 
higher orders might also be considered. However, we ought to mention at this point that algebraic 
manipulation required for this project (performed using MAPLE) took many hours of computer 
time, and complexity of investigating higher order cases might become a problem. 
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